Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. uniform, juice, tuned, duel, honey
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________

2. toothache, freezing, threw, excuse, interview
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________

3. salute, blueberry, season, stew, bugle
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________

4. mute, usually, using, music, utensil
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________

5. unicycle, curfew, unusual, unicorn, chewing
   ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________, ____________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. uniform, juice, tuned, duel, honey
   duel, honey, juice, tuned, uniform

2. toothache, freezing, threw, excuse, interview
   excuse, freezing, interview, threw, toothache

3. 

4. mute, usually, using, music, utensil
   music, mute, using, usually, utensil

5. unicycle, curfew, unusual, unicorn, chewing
   chewing, curfew, unicorn, unicycle, unusual